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for all t> T+t. Since T+t is independent of n it follows, by (3), that
sn is well distributed mod 1.
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THE EXISTENCE OF NONABSOLUTELY CONVERGENT
FOURIER SERIES ON COMPACT GROUPS

GUSTAVE rabson

1. I. E. Segal has proved [l] that on a locally compact abelian

group with infinitely many elements the class of complex-valued

functions which are absolutely convergent Fourier transforms is a

dense set of the first category in the space of complex-valued con-

tinuous functions vanishing at infinity. Although he assumes through-

out that the group is abelian, his Lemma 5, which states the result

for compact metric abelian groups, applies as well without assuming

the group to be abelian with only minor changes in the wording of the

proof. The assumption that the group is metric can then be eliminated

by using the fact that any compact infinite group has a compact in-

finite second countable factor group (which is easy to prove using

the fact that there are unitary representations separating every pair

of points) and then proceeding as we do in the final steps of the

proof of our main theorem.

In this paper we shall prove that on every compact group, not of

dimension zero, there is a continuous complex-valued function which

is not an absolutely convergent Fourier transform. This theorem is

weaker than Segal's since the fact that the group is not of dimension

zero seems to be intrinsic in the proof and we conclude nothing about

the category of the set of all absolutely convergent Fourier trans-

forms. However, the proof being entirely different from Segal's, and

being constructive, may be of some interest. The author is indebted
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to Professor H. Samelson for many helpful discussions on this sub-

ject. The manuscript was prepared in partial fulfillment of a contract

with the National Science Foundation.

2. The idea behind the proof is that on every compact Lie group

there is a circular subgroup on which we may construct a function

whose Fourier series (on the circular subgroup) does not converge

uniformly. This function may then be extended to the entire group in

such a way that the Fourier series of the extended function does not

converge absolutely. We then extend the result to arbitrary compact

groups, not of dimension zero, by using the fact that every such group

may be approximated by Lie groups.

3. Let r be a compact group and G a closed subgroup of T. Let

(Xo} and jxa} be the characters of the irreducible unitary representa-

tions of T and G respectively. Let $ be a central function in L2(r) and

F the restriction of <!> to G. It is known that the characters of the

irreducible unitary representations of T form a complete orthonormal

system of functions in the space of central functions of L2(T) [4,

p. 85]. By the Fourier series of a central function, $, we mean

23a ($, Xa)x«- The order in which we take the terms will be immate-

rial in what follows. If the group does not satisfy the second axiom of

countability then (<!>, x«) =0 except on a finite or countable set be-

cause of Parseval's theorem. By fvd^ and fa dx we mean the Haar

integrals on T and G respectively, normalized so that/rd£ =fodx= 1.

Let1 (a: a) = f QXa(x)(Xa(x))cdx. Since every representation of T, when

restricted to G, is also a representation of G it follows that Xa, when

restricted to G, will be the character of a representation of G. Con-

sequently it may be written as the sum of a finite number of the

characters of G. It follows from the orthogonality of the characters

that (a: a) is the number of times that Xa appears as a summand of

Xa restricted to G.

Lemma 1. //$ is a central function of L2(T) whose Fourier series con-

verges absolutely at the identity, e, then the Fourier series of <3? converges

absolutely at every point and converges to 4> uniformly.

From the fact that the representations are unitary it follows that

for every f Gr, |x«(£)| ^Xa(e). Consequently,

|(*,X-)x«tt)|   ^   I (*, Xa)xa(e) | .

It follows that 2Z„ ($, x«)Xa(£) converges absolutely and uniformly.

The fact that it converges to d> follows as for classical Fourier series.

1 ( )° denotes the complex conjugate of the expression in parentheses.
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Lemma 2. Let <i> satisfy the hypothesis of Lemma 1 and F be <£ re-

stricted to G, then faF(x)(Xa(x))cdx = Z« (a: a)./r$(£)(Xa(£)N£.

This lemma appears in [4, p. 87]. We include the proof here for

completeness.

By Lemma 1 we have:

(i) f{s) = Ex-to f *(*)(*.«))•#
a ^ r

for all sEG, the convergence being uniform. So we have for the

Fourier coefficients of F:

f F(s)(Xa(s)yds = Z fxa(.s)iXa(s))'ds-   f *(0(x«tt))'<**
Jo a  J a Jr

=   Z   ("=«)    f*tt)(Xa(f))'^.
<, •/ r

The interchange of the order of the summation and integration is

justified by the uniform convergence of (1).

Lemma 3. The Fourier series of F (assumed to satisfy the same condi-

tions as in Lemma 2) converges to it absolutely at the identity, e, of G.

Proof.

Z Xa(e) f F(x)(Xa(x)ydx =IL (a:a)Xa(e) f *tt)(x«(Q)«<*5
a J O a       a J T

= zZIZ (ot:a)Xa(e) f *(Q(Xatt))«#
a        a J T

= Z Xa(e) f *tt)(x-tt))e^.
a J r

The last sum converges absolutely by hypothesis. The interchange of

the order of summation is justified by the fact that

ZZ  (oc:a)Xa(e) [ bait))"*®**  = Zl f (*«(«))'*(*)#-Xa(«)
a      a J T a    I "  V

and this last series is assumed to be convergent so both summations

are simply rearrangements of an absolutely convergent series.

Lemma 4. On any compact Lie group, not of dimension zero, there is

a continuous central function whose Fourier series is not absolutely con-

vergent.
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The proof makes use of some of the ideas concerning maximal

abelian subgroups of a Lie group [2] and [3].

Proof. Let T be a maximal abelian toroidal subgroup of the Lie

group G. The group of automorphisms of T oi the form sTs~*, ior

sEG, form a finite group, \p, of isomorphisms of T with itself. The

group ip is generated by reflections in a set of hyperplanes (the dia-

gram of the group). These hyperplanes consist of the singular ele-

ments. An element of T is called singular if it lies on some toroidal

group other than T. If there is an 5 such that sts~1=t' for t and /' in T

then, since sTs~* is a toroidal group, either sTs"1== T or t and t' are

singular. In a fundamental domain of this group we can find a cir-

cular subgroup of G. On this circular subgroup we define a function,

0, whose Fourier series does not converge absolutely at the identity,

e. This function can then be extended to a continuous function on the

fundamental domain which vanishes on the hyperplane of singular

elements. This extension can then be further extended by means of

the group ip to a continuous function on T which is invariant with

respect to ip. We finally define the function <p* on G, by means of the

equation <p*(x)=<p(t) where x = sts~1, x, sEG and tET (we use the

fact that every element of G is an automorph of some element of T).

Ilx = sts-1 = s't'(s')-1 then t=(s-1s')t'(s-1s')~1 and <p(t) =<f>(t').

Now <p* is continuous. To prove this consider any closed set, K,

of complex numbers. ((/>*)_1(-fT) is a closed set on the torus. But the

set of elements of G which have conjugates in (<p*)_1(K) is also a

closed set, for if {ya} is a set of elements of G, each of which has a

conjugate, x^x"1 in (cp*)~l(K) then the x„ have a limit point x and,

if 7 is a limit point of the ya, X7X~: will be a limit point of {xayax~ ;

and so will also be in (qb*)"1^). <b* is a central function since for any

y and 5 in G there is an x in G and a / in T such that y = xtx~x and so

we have

^(sys-1) = ^(sxtx^s-1) = <p*(t) = <b*(xix-1) = <b*(y).

Consequently, by Lemma 3, the Fourier series of <j>* cannot converge

absolutely.

Theorem. Ore any compact group of positive dimension there is a

continuous central function whose Fourier series does not converge ab-

solutely.

We may assume that G is connected, otherwise we can deal with

the component of the identity and extend the function to a continu-

ous central function on G by setting it equal to 0 on the components

other than that containing the identity.
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Let K be the kernel of a nontrivial unitary representation of G.

G/K is nontrivial, connected, and, being isomorphic to a closed sub-

group of a unitary group, it must be a Lie group of dimension at

least 1. Every irreducible representation, M, of G/K induces an ir-

reducible representation, M', of G, in the following manner. If w is the

natural map from G onto G/K we define M'(g) to be equal to M(w(g))

lor every g in G. Consequently every irreducible character, Xi OI

G/K, induces an irreducible character x' of G. Consider a central

function F on G/K whose Fourier series does not converge absolutely.

This induces the function F' on G defined by F'ig) = F(w(g)) for each

g in G. The functions F and F are both central functions on their

respective groups and so may be expanded with respect to the char-

acters. The coefficients of the character series of F' will be

JgF'\x)ixa ix))cdx. Since for any function <b on G/K we may define

an invariant integral by the lormulafa/K<p(x)dx=fa^>'(x)dx and since

the Haar measure is unique it follows that for any character Xo on

G/K,

f       F(x)(Xa(x)Ydx  =    ( F(x)(xa(x)Ydx.
J a/K J a

Consequently the character series of F consists of a subset of the

terms of the character series of F'. If the latter converged absolutely,

so would the former. However, F was constructed so that its character

series does not converge absolutely.
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